SNP genotyping.
Gene expression.
And now Solexa® sequencing.
Let’s find the answers together.

It’s your research. You question. You test.
You want answers—quickly, accurately, and at a good value.

Illumina has the tools that address the core applications in modern genetic analysis—SNP genotyping, gene expression, and now sequencing. Working alongside you, Illumina strives to make it as easy as possible to find the answers that move your research forward. By continually replicating the cycle of listening, anticipating, and innovating, we are pioneering new applications like CNV analysis and DNA methylation.

Together we are the Illumina Community. We collaborate to deliver easy-to-use tools with the highest quality and best value that enable all of us to help understand, cure, and ultimately prevent disease.

Is it time for you to join the Illumina Community?
Let’s find the answers together.

www.illumina.com
Now you can see results of the finest methods in action with new online movies in *CSH Protocols*.

The November issue of *CSH Protocols* features methods for tracking RNA and protein molecules in both cells and organisms, and introduces new multimedia content made possible by online presentation: movies showing examples of these techniques in action.

Read—and see—these newly featured protocols online at www.cshprotocols.org:

- Photoactivation-Based Labeling and In Vivo Tracking of RNA Molecules in the Nucleus
- Selection of Appropriate Imaging Equipment and Methodology for Live Cell Imaging in *Drosophila*

*CSH Protocols* offers cutting edge and classic protocols in molecular and cell biology from laboratories worldwide, along with methods from Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory's renowned manuals and on-site courses. Free trials and discounted subscriptions are available for a limited time.

*CSH Protocols* is created by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press in association with HighWire Press of Stanford University.

For pricing information or to request a free trial visit the website or:

Phone: 1-800-843-4388 (Continental US and Canada) or 516-422-4100 (all other locations)
FAX: 516-422-4097  E-mail: cshpress@cshl.edu
Write: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, 500 Sunnyside Blvd., Woodbury, NY 11797-2924
Discover More with the World’s Finest Full-Length Clone Collection

The Mammalian Gene Collection (MGC) is quite simply the best clone collection in the world, brought to you by the greatest minds in genomic research. Generated and sequenced by a consortium of leading NIH funded laboratories, our cDNA resource contains a complete open reading frame (ORF) for every human, mouse, and rat gene represented. The power of discovery is at your fingertips.

- Every MGC clone is fully sequenced with complete ORF
- Assay-ready DNA in microplate format upon request
- Online clone query quickly identifies the clone you need

“Open Biosystems’ MGC collection is an invaluable resource for CCSB, the Dana-Farber Center for Cancer Systems Biology. It has cut years off the development of a human protein-protein interaction map.”

Marc Vidal
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Why experiment when you can discover?

Your expert partner for Genomic, RNAi and Proteomic resources.

Toll Free 888.412.2225
www.openbiosystems.com
Phusion™ High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase from New England Biolabs

EXTREME PRECISION WITH UNPARALLELED SPEED AND ROBUSTNESS

With Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase, there is no need to compromise any aspect of your PCR performance. A superior choice for cloning, this recombinant polymerase has an error rate 50-fold lower than Taq DNA Polymerase, making it the most accurate thermostable polymerase available. Phusion DNA Polymerase is supplied in a variety of formats, or with a hot start modification for increased specificity.

Advantages:
- Extreme Fidelity – Highest of any thermostable polymerase
- High Speed – Extension times are dramatically reduced
- Robustness – Reduce reaction failures with minimal optimization
- High Yield – Increase product yields with minimal enzyme amounts
- Specificity – Hot start modification reduces non-specific amplification

Experience extreme speed and yield with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase. A 3.8 kb fragment from human beta globin gene was amplified according to suppliers’ recommendations using varying extension times. Phusion DNA Polymerase was able to amplify the fragment with a combined annealing and extension step of only 1 minute. Also, a single unit of Phusion DNA Polymerase produced higher yields than 2.5 or 5 units of Pyrococcus furiosus DNA Polymerases. Phusion™ is a trademark of Finnzymes Oy

For more information please visit www.neb.com

Produced by

Finnzymes

Tools for Molecular Biology

Distributed by

New England BioLabs

the leader in enzyme technology

in a word, fast.
Be first to the finish with...

- Increased read lengths averaging 200 to 300 bases per read
- Increased number of reads with more than 400,000 reads per run
- Single-read accuracy greater than 99.5% over 200 bases
- Consensus-read accuracy greater than 99.99%

...to perform breakthrough science.

Visit www.genome-sequencing.com to learn about the expanding number of peer-reviewed publications appearing weekly.
Lucigen’s exclusive Random Shear BAC Library Construction Service eliminates the problem of under-represented, over-represented, and missing sequences. A Random Shear Library provides complete and even genome coverage, so finishing costs are dramatically reduced. Unlike partial restriction digestion, Random Shear Libraries have equal representation of all sequences, including those with very few or with excessive restriction sites, such as centromeres, telomeres or repeats, that cause gaps in conventional BAC libraries. These gaps are eliminated in Random Shear Libraries (Figure 1). A Random Shear BAC Library is guaranteed to have an average insert size of >100 kb (Figure 2).

Contact Lucigen for a free quote on a Random Shear BAC Library. www.lucigen.com

**BACs without Gaps!**

Figure 1. An Arabadopsis Random Shear BAC Library (5X coverage) closed several existing centromeric gaps in the published “finished” physical and sequencing map. (Arrows, known sequences; bars, Random Shear clones.)

![Graph showing the closing of centromeric gaps with a Random Shear BAC Library](image)

$\text{NEW from…}$

**NEW for PCR**

$\text{Save “Green” with EconoTaq™ PLUS GREEN}$

Lucigen’s new EconoTaq PLUS GREEN 2X Master Mix is the easiest and most economical solution for routine PCR. Ready-to-use EconoTaq PLUS GREEN contains high quality Taq DNA polymerase, buffer, a PCR enhancer/stabilizer, dNTPs, and gel loading & tracking dyes in a high density PCR solution for direct gel loading. Just add your DNA and primers, cycle, and load on the gel.

**EconoTaq PLUS GREEN is only 21¢ per reaction…for everything!**

**Excellent results in routine PCR**

Use EconoTaq PLUS GREEN 2X Master Mix for reliable amplification of templates up to 5 kb. It works as well or better than the other, more expensive Taq “green” master mix. (Figure 1)

**Also available without dyes**

EconoTaq PLUS 2X Master Mix offers the same low price and great performance for use in fluorescence or absorbance analyses.

---

**EconoTaq PLUS GREEN is one of our many NEW high performance, high value products.**

**Contact us for a copy of the Lucigen 2007 Catalog!**

---

**Figure 1.** Genes of 0.7 kb or 2.7 kb (genomic template), or 4.5 kb (plasmid template) were amplified with EconoTaq PLUS GREEN Master Mix or Promega’s GoTaq™ Green Master Mix. In all cases, EconoTaq PLUS GREEN Master Mix provided equal or more robust PCR amplification. MW: 1 kb ladder.

**Figure 2.** Potato genomic DNA was randomly sheared, size-selected to >100 kb, and cloned into Lucigen’s pEZ™ BAC vector. DNA from minipreps was digested with NotI to excise inserts. The vector band is visible at 7 kb. Lanes 1 and 45 (M) contain Lambda size markers.
Genome Research seeks an Assistant Editor

Genome Research is an international, continuously published, peer-reviewed journal that focuses on research that provides novel insights into the genome biology of all organisms, including advances in genomic medicine. The journal was launched in August 1995 by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory (CSHL) Press and is currently ranked fourth among all primary research genetics publications, second in biotechnology, and in the top ten of all biochemistry and molecular biology publications.

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press seeks a scientist interested in making a career in the communication of science to fill the position of Assistant Editor at Genome Research.

The applicant must have, or be about to receive, a Ph.D. in the biological sciences, preferably with experience in genetics and genomic science. The successful candidate will assist the Executive Editor of the journal in manuscript selection and negotiation with authors, peer reviewers, and Editorial Board members; commissioning reviews and features; representing the journal at conferences; and identifying emerging trends. Strong communication and organizational skills, creativity, ability to meet deadlines, and the capacity to handle many projects at once are significant requirements. Broad interests in science and experience in the communication of science would be helpful. We seek a team player with energy, enthusiasm, and excellent interpersonal skills who is comfortable interacting with scientists at all levels.

CSHL Press is affiliated with Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, located on the North Shore of Long Island, 35 miles from New York City. We offer a competitive salary and benefits package.

Please submit a curriculum vitae and a cover letter explaining your interest in the position to:

Human Resources Department
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
1 Bungtown Road
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724
jobline@cshl.org
FAX 516-367-6850
RIBOSOMES: FORM & FUNCTION

International conferences on all aspects of gene expression that involve the ribosome have been held at irregular intervals for more than 30 years. The next conference in this series, "Ribosomes: Form and Function", will occur at the Sea Crest Resort in North Falmouth, MA (Cape Cod), June 3-8, 2007.

The topics covered will include; ribosome genetics and assembly, ribosome structure, all aspects of ribosome function, up to and including the initial phases of protein secretion. The emphasis will be correlating structure with function. A distinguished group of scientists have already agreed to attend. Their presentations will fill about half the available slots for speakers. The remaining speaker slots will be offered to those who submit abstracts that are considered noteworthy by the Program Committee. Poster sessions will also be held.

The organizers are:
Robert Zimmermann (zimmermann@biochem.umass.edu) and Peter Moore (peter.moore@yale.edu).

Further details about the meeting, including information about how to register for it, are available on line at: http://www.ribosomes2007.org/.
FACULTY POSITIONS

PROGRAM IN
DEVELOPMENTAL NEUROSCIENCE
CHILD HEALTH INSTITUTE OF NEW JERSEY

The newly established Child Health Institute of New Jersey (CHINJ) at the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School (RWJMS) is launching a major research initiative in vertebrate developmental biology to gain fundamental insights into congenital malformations and developmental disabilities. As part of this effort, CHINJ is seeking outstanding individuals with emerging or established research programs in Developmental Neuroscience to join a core group of investigators studying the basic principles of nervous system development. We are particularly interested in neuroscientists who use mouse models to elucidate mechanisms relevant to developmental disorders of the nervous system at the molecular, cellular, physiological, or systems level.

Qualified candidates must have a Ph.D., M.D. or equivalent graduate degree and outstanding academic credentials. We particularly encourage applications at the rank of assistant professor, but appointments at the associate and full professor levels will also be considered. Successful recruits will receive competitive start-up packages commensurate with prior training and experience, and will have faculty appointments at RWJMS with full access to graduate training programs and resources. Faculty in the Program in Developmental Neuroscience at the CHINJ will join a strong and growing community of Neuroscientists at RWJMS and Rutgers University (RU). They will also have the opportunity of interacting with colleagues at the neighboring Cancer Institute of New Jersey and soon-to-be-built Stem Cell Institute of New Jersey. Successful candidates will be expected to develop strong, externally funded research programs, and participate in collaborative projects with other Departments and Institutes at RWJMS and RU.

For more information visit our website at http://www2.umdnj.edu/chinjweb/. Interested applicants should send their CV, a brief description of their research interests (including past achievements and future plans), and arrange to have three letters of recommendation sent VIA email, addressed to: Francesco Ramirez, Ph.D. Chair, CHINJ Search Committee, UMDNJ-RWJMS CHINJ, 89 French Street, New Brunswick, NJ 08901, neurodev@umdnj.edu. Completed applications should be received by April 15, 2007. Appointments are expected to begin in September 2007. The University of Medicine & Dentistry of New Jersey is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
Molecular Cancer Therapies: New Challenges and Horizons

Sunday June 17 to Wednesday June 20 2007, Glasgow, Scotland

Speakers and Sessions

Chromatin Modification and Genome Stability: A Ashworth (UK), S Baylin (US), R Brown (UK), J Jiricny (CH), T Kouzarides (UK)

Signal Transduction Pathways: D Barford (UK), R DePinho (US), W Kaelin (US), N Sonenberg (CA)

Tumour Cell Death Pathways: A Ashkenazi (US), S Fesik (US), E Gottlieb (UK), D Lane (UK), A Levine (US), J Shay (US)

Tumour Microenvironment: G Evan (US), R Jain (US), H Moses (US), Z Werb (US)

Profiling for Targets: R Bernards (NK), R Caprioli (US), J Gray (US), T Huang (US), D Sabatini (US)

Aims of the conference

Recent successes in the development of effective cancer therapeutics are the result of basic cancer research. The aim of this meeting is to focus on the integration of the diverse disciplines of this research which is necessary for the efficient translation of new discoveries into the rational design of novel cancer therapeutics.

Short talks will be granted to the authors of outstanding abstracts. Some financial assistance will be available to presenters of these short talks through sponsorship from the Association for International Cancer Research. For additional information, registration forms and details for poster presentation please contact:

Tricia Wheeler, Conference Co-ordinator, Beatson Institute for Cancer Research, Garscube Estate, Switchback Road, Bearsden, Glasgow G61 1BD, UK
Tel: (24 hrs) +44 (0) 141 942 0855 Fax: +44 (0) 141 330 6426
email: t.wheeler@beatson.gla.ac.uk

Website, on-line registration and abstract submission: http://www.beatson.gla.ac.uk/conf

Deadline for registration, payment and abstract submission: April 5, 2007